Abstract-Cathode spot phenomena show many features of fractals, for example self-similar patterns in the emitted light and arc erosion traces. Although there have been hints on the fractal nature of cathode spots in the literature, the fractal approach to spot interpretation is underutilized. In this work, a brief review of spot properties is given, touching the differences between spot type 1 (on cathodes surfaces with dielectric layers) and spot type 2 (on metallic, clean surfaces), as well as the known spot fragment or cell structure. The basic properties of self-similarity, power laws, Hawaii, with its red-hot, glowing, molten surface, steaming, boiling, bubbling, gushing, in restless motion, flowing and whirling, rising and falling, covered 
I. INTRODUCTION
Cathodic (vacuum) arc spots are known to produce plasma of the cathode material via nonstationary processes [1] - [3] . Much research has been done over decades to elucidate the nature of the solid-to-plasma phase transitions. A coherent picture is only beginning to evolve due to the difficulties associated with the very small scale and very short characteristic times of arc spots, and the complexity of physical processes and environmental conditions.
Cathodic arcs show many features that suggest to model spot phenomena using the well-known theory of fractals [4] , [5] . For example, random walk of cathode spots was discussed in the 1980s [6] , [7] ,
-noise of ion current has been found in the late 1980s [8] , arc traces by the spot's random walk showed a fractal dimensions of about 2 [9] , and self-similarity of cathode spots appearance was recognized [10] , [11] . In this work, it will be argued that fractal features are not superficial but fundamental to the nature of cathode spots. After reviewing all evidence, one will agree with Mandelbrot's sentiment quoted above.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, some features of cathode spot phenomena are described. In Section III, a very brief introduction to the world of power laws, self-similarity, and fractals is given. In Section IV, a connection is made between cathode spot observations and fractal theory using known and new experimental data. In Section V, the role of ignition of emission sites (spot fragments) is emphasized, allowing us to describe spot types and retrograde spot motion in consistent terms. A summary and conclusion can be found at the end.
II. SOME FEATURES OF CATHODIC ARCS
Vacuum arc cathode spots have been the subject of research for a long time and have been reviewed several times [12] - [15] . Since the early observations in the 1930s [16] - [18] , the important role of surface chemistry on ignition conditions was mentioned in the literature many times. Today it is firmly established that spot characteristics depend on surface conditions of the cathode. The distinction between spots of type 1 and 2 was introduced in the 1970s when the role of surface condition on spot formation and operation was fully recognized [19] - [21] . Unless the cathode is specially treated, e.g., by arcing in ultrahigh vacuum, the surface of a cathode has contamination in form of oxides, adsorbates, and dust particles. The presence of contamination reduces the critical field strength for spot ignition [22] .
Most of the literature on vacuum arcs focuses on type 2 spots, mainly because the conditions for type 2 are well-defined and, 0093 -3813/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE therefore, better to reproduce. Type 1 spots appear in variety of conditions, depending on the specifics of contamination.
One of the most striking features is that almost all parameters are fluctuating, which becomes quite obvious when one observes motion of spots on the cathode surface. Spot motion is not motion of matter but a process associated with ignition and extinction of active emission sites. Emission refers here mainly to the emission of electrons (the cathode is, by definition, a source of electrons), but the cathode processes also produce plasma and macroparticles. Fluctuations are found everywhere: in the arc burning voltage, power input, ion production, electron temperature, ion charge states and velocities, macroparticle density and velocity, etc.
Most papers in the literature consider arc noise a nuisance and one tries to come to conclusions by looking at average data. Averaging is done over time, or repeatedly over many discharge events. One can find data on average ion charge states [23] , [24] , average burning voltages [25] , [26] , average velocities [27] , or average velocity distribution functions [28] . Few researchers looked at momentary data and their scattering behavior, like the fluctuation of light [8] , voltage [8] , current [8] , particle fluxes [29] , [30] , and ion charge states [31] .
The difficulties found in measuring fluctuating arc properties are also reflected in the state of theory and simulation. In order to be able to approach the problem, simplifying assumptions need to be made. It turned out to be an art to make reasonable assumptions that do not neglect the essence of cathodic arc physics and still be able to handle systems of coupled integro-differential equations and their boundary conditions. One major school of thought emphasizes the explosive nature, and for modeling one needs to make specific assumptions about the shape and size of microprotrusions. For example, based on the original theory for wire explosions, Mesyats [32] assumed that microexplosions occur as a sequence of explosions of microprotrusions, where the smallest amount of emitted electrons is like a quantum of emission ("ecton"). This approach has mainly been applied to the spot type 2 situation, e.g., [33] . Another major school looks at various zones between the solid cathode and expanded plasma and solves the system magneto-hydrodynamic equations with boundary conditions [34] .
In any case, it is difficult to take into account the various stages of development of an emission site, including the actual explosive stage where dense (nonideal) plasma may be produced. As the experimental technique improved, increasingly finer details of spot structure were revealed. In all spot theories, the issue of current density was central because the current density multiplied by the arc voltage determines the power dissipated, which in turn drives all processes. The issue of current density will be revisited with a fractal interpretation.
III. A VERY BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO POWER LAWS, RANDOM COLORED NOISE, AND FRACTALS
Many laws in physics are linear and periodic and show invariance to additive translation. However, not all physical phenomena can be described in this manner, in fact, a great number of phenomena are nonlinear, aperiodic, chaotic. In the 1980s, a branch of mathematics and physics started to flourish: the science of deterministic chaos and self-similar structures, dubbed "fractals" by Mandelbrot [4] . Fractals are invariant to scaling, which makes them "self-similar" to multiplicative changes of scale. A self-similar object appears (approximately) unchanged after increasing or decreasing the scale of measurement and observation. Self-similarity may be discrete or continuous, deterministic or probabilistic.
Power laws are an abundant source of self-similarity [5] . Consider the homogenous power law (1) where and are constants. It is self-similar because rescaling (multiplication with a constant) preserves that is proportional to albeit with a different constant of proportionality. A fruitful approach to fractal modeling is to look for power laws describing the physical phenomena.
Self-similarity can be mathematically exact and infinite or only approximate and asymptotical. The latter applies to the physical world, and scaling cutoffs exist at the small scale and large scale. Mathematical objects are strictly self-similar with infinite scaling; they are often named after their "inventors" and have sometime colorful names, like Cantor sets, Julia sets, Koch flakes, Sierpinski gaskets, Mandelbrot trees, Farey trees, Arnold tongues, Devil's staircases, etc., [4] , [5] , [35] .
Fractals can be characterized by dimensional measures, such as the Hausdorff dimension. The fractal dimension is often noninteger and smaller than the embedding topological dimension. To illustrate the concept, Mandelbrot [4] used the now classical question "how long is the coast of Great Britain?" The essence of this consideration is reproduced here, having in mind that the question of current density of cathode spots should be considered in the same way. Mandelbrot showed that the answer depends on the scale length of measurement, and that different coasts lines have different values for the fractal dimension, depending on their "ruggedness." More detail is revealed by "zooming in," that is, the finer the scale unit , the longer is the apparent coastline length . If the coastline is self-similar, a power law can be found connecting the measured length with the measuring scale unit (2) where if increases as decreases. In contrast, if the coastline was smooth, the measured length should approach an asymptotic value when a smaller scale is used, is finite as , hence . The Hausdorff dimension
can be introduced, where is the minimum number of circular areas of diameter needed to cover the coastline. In this example, , leading to
Because , will exceed 1, which can be intuitively interpreted as a dimension because a coastline is more than a one-dimensional object (straight line) and less than a two-dimensional object (filled area). Coastlines with only few bays and points have just little over 1, while rugged coasts such as the coast of Britain or Norway exceed 1 significantly.
Fourier transform of stochastic, fluctuating data often reveals that the Fourier power spectrum follows a power law (5) where stands for frequency. According to convention, the exponent determines the color of random colored noise (RCN, [36] ): the noise is white for (i.e., it does not depend on frequency); describes pink noise, which is often found in physical systems of self-organized, barely stable structures [37] ;
is brown (hinting a relation to Brownian motion); and refers to black noise observed in self-similar systems that tend to have positive feedback, like the stock market.
IV. FRACTAL APPROACH TO CATHODE SPOTS
Over many years, pieces of evidence for fractal features of cathode phenomena have emerged [6] - [11] . At the same time, much research was done in the field of deterministic chaos and fractals [4] , [5] . In this contribution, an attempt is made toward a more comprehensive fractal approach to cathode spot phenomena.
Let us start by considering the pieces of evidence, which include, but are not limited to: 1) random walk of cathode spots; 2) fractal patterns in multispot arc traces; 3) self-similarity in optical emission patterns; 4) random colored noise (RCN) in ion current; 5) brown noise in voltage fluctuations; and 6) a power law distribution of macroparticles. The reader might feel challenged to expand this list.
A. Random Walk of Cathode Spots
The spot plasma or the spot "itself" does not move on the surface but the location of ignition of emission sites. Therefore, although the term spot motion is intuitive and reflects a phenomenon that can be visually observed, it is rather abstract because this motion should always be understood as a sequence of ignition and extinction of active emission sites.
The theory and mathematical treatment of random walk has been described many times, for example in the classic paper by Chandrasekhar [38] and text books on stochastic processes [39] . Work by Daalder [7] and Hantzsche et al. [6] established that in the absence of an external magnetic field, spot motion may be modeled as random walk. One may assume that each displacement occurs in a small elementary step , which takes an average elementary time . When considering a two-dimensional random walk (i.e., walk on a surface), the probability for a total spot displacement to be in the interval ( , ), with , measured from the starting point, is given by [40] (6)
The diffusion constant, , contains the parameters of the elementary step (7) The diffusion constant is material dependent, for example Jüt-tner found experimentally for copper [41] and for molybdenum [42] . The mean value for displacement is (8) and the observable, apparent spot velocity is (9) From (9), one can see that the apparent spot velocity decreases as the observation time increases, which is a consequence of the random nature of this motion.
At this point it should be emphasized that within the random walk model, spot motion is apparent and a velocity is only defined in the sense of the time derivative of the average over many elementary steps, considering changes of displacement for long observation times:
. Strictly speaking, elementary steps are associated with ignition events, and therefore this "motion" itself does not have a derivative, hence a velocity in the usual sense is not defined.
Random walk is a discrete fractal exhibiting stochastic self-similarity on large scales, but self-similarity is cut off as scales approach the elementary step width . The well-known Brownian motion is the scaling limit of random walk. That means that if random walk occurs with very small steps, , random walk becomes an approximation to Brownian motion. Brownian motion in two dimensions is a true fractal which means that it shows self-similarity on all scales. Brownian motion has the fractal (Hausdorff) dimension 2. Often, to make modeling and computation more efficient, Brownian motion is approximated by a random walk.
In the literature, random walk of cathode spots has been analyzed with the assumption of a constant elementary step . Hantzsche et al. [6] suggested using the mean crater radius as the elementary step length for type 2 spots based on analysis of arc traces on clean metal surfaces. The assumption is justified by the appearance of crater chains, though its general validity was disputed by Daalder [43] because, so he argued, one can also observe separated craters, which are usually associated with type 1 spots. While in fact surface conditions are decisive for specific events, the argument can be seen in different light when using the fractal approach to spot phenomena. The issue can be reduced to a probabilistic distribution of ignition of emission centers or a fractal understanding in the sense of Brownian motion, where the grid of steps approaches zero.
This discussion of the role of surface conditions leads to an extension of random walk. In a random walk, the next position depends only on the current position of the "walker" (the emission site). By definition, random walk has no memory of all other previous positions, i.e., the walk history. Such process is called a first-order Markov process [5] , and the chain of events is called a Markov chain [39] . Provided that cathodic arc processes occur on clean metal surfaces, such as well-arced cathodes, one can assume that all sites next to the active site have approximately the same probability to serve as the next emission site, and the walk may be modeled as a Markov process.
More realistic, however, is that the arc changed the surface conditions and local temperature in such a way that the ignition probability distribution is changed. Experiments like the breakdown experiments by Kraft and Stuchenkov [44] showed that arcing on contaminated surfaces is preferred or relatively "easy," leading to type 1 spots, while arcing on metallic, clean surfaces is relatively "difficult" (type 2 spots). Loosely speaking, the arc "prefers" to burn with type 1 spots. Of course, the arc has no opinions and strictly speaking one should state that the ignition probability for sites with nonmetallic layers or other dielectrics (like a dust particle) is higher than the ignition probability of a location with clean metal surface. Therefore, the cleaning action of arc erosion will markedly reduce the ignition probability of locations where the arc has already burned.
If we consider an oxidized or otherwise contaminated cathode, the random walk will turn into in special class of selfinteracting walk, the self-avoiding random walk [39] , [45] . As a result of arc cleaning, the next emission is much more likely to be ignited at locations that still have the surface-field-enhancing oxide layer rather than on the arc-cleaned surface. As long as there is surface area with oxide layer (or similar contamination) available, emission sites will avoid the cleaned surfaces. This feature has been utilized in arc cleaning of steel surfaces where oxide surfaces were intentionally created to optimize cleaning effects [46] .
If arcing occurs in reactive gas environment or poor vacuum, the surface will quickly "age" by becoming "poisoned," i.e., the metal atoms on the cathode surface will reacted with oxygen or water from the residual gas. In this way, the surface will "forget" its memory on the local emission event, and the walk may become Markovian rather than self-avoiding, but this time with type 1 spots.
If arcing of the cathode surface occurs in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), or in a noble gas free of any reactive components, prolong arcing may eventually completely remove the oxide layer. As a consequence, all surface locations become equivalent, and in this case the self-avoiding walk will switch to a random (Markovian) walk with type 2 spots.
Therefore, in both extreme cases, arcing with reactive gas and arcing in UHV, there is a tendency to go from random walk through a phase of self-avoiding walk, which eventually may be followed by another phase of random walk.
This picture may however be even more complicated. Not all self-interacting random walks are self-avoiding walks [39] . For example, investigating clean, well-arced cathodes, it has been observed that after a short cool down time, a previously active and still hot emission site may preferably reignite [47] . In this case, the walk is not self-avoiding, but rather shows a preference to return to a familiar location. Apparently, research is not completed. The fractal approach may provide a helpful framework for the multitude of individual situations.
B. Fractal Patterns in Multispot Arc Traces
Closely related to random walk discussed above are patterns left on cathodes by multispot discharges. An example of such pattern is shown in Fig. 1 , which is strikingly similar to patterns well-investigated in fractal research, such as Lichtenberg figures and macroclusters obtained by diffusion-limited aggregation [48] . The multispot arc patterns occur not only on massive cathodes but have also been observed on film cathodes. For example, analyzing arc traces on an aluminum film made a by a 50 A arc, Anders and Jüttner [9] found a fractal dimension of 2 within 5%, which is the expected fractal dimension for twodimensional Brownian motion.
C. Self-Similarity in Optical Emission Pattern
Naturally, if fractal structures are found in arc traces (craters) left on cathode surfaces, one can also expect to see fractal patterns in the light emitted by cathode spots. This turns out true for both spatial light distribution [10] , [11] and temporal (noise) behavior [8] .
D. Random Colored Noise in Ion Current
Each emission site is not only a source of electrons but ionized cathode material. Ions have been collected by negatively biased probes placed in some macroscopic distance (for example, see companion paper [49] ). Early measurements by Smeets and Schulpen [8] indicated that the Fourier amplitude is with , for frequencies up to 15 MHz, and at higher frequencies. Unfortunately, their display of data was linear and it is hard to judge how well the noise was indeed . The slope of a power law, if present, is much easier to find when data are displayed in log-log presentation. Furthermore, they did not explicitly distinguished between Fourier amplitude and Fourier power spectrum but we may assume that they referred to the amplitude spectrum. The corresponding power spectrum would be with , i.e., brown noise. Using our own data [49] , and analyzing the noise in ion current using fast Fourier transform (FFT), we found a linear slope indicating random color noise within the physically meaningful frequency interval. Most data curves show three characteristic segments. There was white noise at high frequencies. At intermediate frequencies, a RCN slope of was found. Many curves had a kink at lower frequencies, giving . Fig. 2 shows such curve for the noise of Cu ions for a pulsed vacuum arc.
White noise at high frequencies is possibly due to ion velocity mixing [49] . That is, all information from emission sites is mixed because faster ions overtook slower ions on their way from the cathode to the ion collector. "Scrambled" information would result in white noise. In the case of carbon, Fig. 3 , the segment of white noise is particularly pronounced. Carbon ions are lighter and faster than other metal ions, and the effect of velocity mixing could be more pronounced. However, such conclusion cannot yet be drawn because the white noise can also be caused by measurement limitations, in particular when the amplitude of the noisy signal approaches the noise of the measuring system itself. Further experiments and modeling are needed.
At its low-frequency end, the curve is quite uncertain due to insufficient data. Mathematically, because we deal with a finite discrete sample of data, the limits of discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) apply: The inverse of the sampling period represents a lower limit to the resolution of the transformed data, and the upper limit is half of the sampling interval (Nyquist sampling theorem). Only few data points contribute to the lower frequency part of the FFT curve, and, therefore, it should be disregarded.
More research is needed to really learn what information can be extracted from the RCN segment of such FFT curves. So far, one can see that the relevant segment appears close to brown noise, another indication for a fractal system where Brownian motion plays a role.
E. Brown Noise in Voltage Fluctuations
The arc voltage is a special parameter because it reflects cathode processes in a less distorted way than ion current or most other parameters. This is because phase mixing, as it is prevalent with ion currents [49] , or "smearing out" of emitted light due to finite, nonzero lifetime of excited states [50] , does not play a role. Using voltage noise, the signal generated by the cathode processes can be recorded with maximum fidelity, only limited by the bandwidth of the recording circuit. Using a coaxial discharge arrangement, 250-MHz analog bandwidth and 1-Gs/s sampling rate, the voltage of a pulsed magnesium arc has been analyzed (Fig. 4) . More data and further details are provided in a separate publication [51] and further research is ongoing. One can recognize the (brown) noise, which points again to fractal properties and Brownian motion.
F. Power Law Distribution of Macroparticles
In the explosive formation of plasma, craters are formed, which have become a signature of cathode arcs. Closely related to explosive formation of plasma is the formation of (usually unwanted) droplets, commonly called "macroparticles" to emphasize their massive nature compared to ions and electrons. It is well known that smaller macroparticles are much more frequent than large ones. Several investigations quantified this by plotting size distribution functions [23] , [52] , [53] . Fig. 5 shows data by Siemroth et al. [54] , which interestingly not only confirms the power law of the size distribution, but also indicates that a fractal dimension may be defined, characterizing the dependence of the size distribution from experimental conditions. In any case, the power law distributions, extending over several orders of magnitude, confirm the self-similar (fractal) property: an observer looking at electron microscope photographs of macroparticles would be unable to decide which magnification was used.
V. DISCUSSION: IGNITION CONDITION, SPOT FRAGMENTS, AND THEIR RELATION TO A FRACTAL SPOT MODEL
In this section, a cathode spot is described in general terms as a self-organized, dissipative structure containing highly dynamic "fragments" or "cells." The idea of spot cells has been introduced decades ago by Kesaev [12] . Direct evidence for their existence came with high-resolution diagnostics using pulsed lasers [55] , [56] and image converter cameras [1] . Fragments and their ignition represent possible short-scale, short-time cutoffs for a fractal description of cathode spots, which will be further discussed below.
A spot cell or fragment is, as the name suggests, an emitting structure, or emission site, which is part of what is typically seen as one more-or-less blurred cathode spot. It requires sophisticated diagnostic techniques of high spatial and temporal resolution (microsecond and nanosecond, respectively) to investigate fragments [1] . One may assume that each fragment leaves a crater behind, although it seems clear that it takes the action of many fragments to produce large craters. The terms cell and spot fragment are used synonymously, and one may also use emission site to emphasize the function of the structure.
The ignition of emission sites is of greatest interest for understanding of the phenomenology and operation of cathodic arcs. Without introducing much limitation, one may generally state that an arc spot emission site is ignited when a location on the cathode surface surpasses a critical electrical field strength, leading to thermal runaway [57] . The critical surface field is a function of surface conditions and cathode material, and the actual field depends on the arc voltage and local plasma (sheath) conditions.
With this concept, we have an opportunity to develop a unified description of type 1 and type 2 spots by considering the critical field strength involving a broad range of possible surface geometries and material compositions. While critical field and field enhancement are well described for protrusions of clean metal [58] , field enhancement due to charge-up is less accessible to modeling. Experimental evidence of easier ignition of spot fragments on surfaces with dielectric layers points to an enhanced ignition probability due to dielectrics. Many locations on the cathode surface are potentially the location of the next active emission site. The distribution of local critical field strengths could be modeled by a distribution of ignition probabilities.
An active (plasma-emitting) spot fragment will increase its area in time ( -ns timescale) due to heat conduction, and thus, the power density will decrease because the current density decreases. Depending on the surface conditions, the following scenarios are possible.
1) At least one location near the original spot fulfills the condition for exceeding the critical field, and a new emission site is formed that is electrically in parallel to the original site. Taking the hot cathode zone and liquid phase into account, the new site will have less total resistance and therefore provides favorable conditions compared to the parent spot fragment. It will take over the current from the original spot fragment and accelerate the cool-down of the parent. 2) If ignition occurs easily, such as in the presence of many sites having an oxide layer [59] , many fragments may be ignited that operate electrically in parallel. They compete for available current and associated power dissipation, and their plasma will promote the ignition of yet more emission sites. This will shorten their active stage, leading to small craters, low cathode erosion, low plasma and light emission, etc. Thus, favorable ignition conditions provide a straight-forward, still qualitative explanation of type 1 spots. 3) No location initially exceeds the critical field conditions.
The original spot will still reduce it power density after its original explosive stage due to heat conduction. The strongly nonlinear nature of electron emission, evaporation, and other related processes will cause the spot to ceases to provide sufficient electrons and plasma. The impedance of the discharge increases and the burning voltage will increase accordingly. Its rise may go all the way to the open-circuit voltage of the supply circuit. In the case of low currents, the current may be affected (known as current chopping), and voltages much higher than the open-circuit-voltage of the power supply can be generated due to the inductive response of the arc circuit [60] , [61] . The rising voltage will lead to an increase of the electric field strength on the cathode surface, which, in turn, may lead to the fulfillment of the spot ignition condition [62] . If the ignition condition is still not fulfilled the arc will spontaneously extinguish.
From this discussion, which is further detailed in [15] , we can see that the spot undergoes several stages, which may be summarized as 1) the pre-explosion stage; 2) the ignition stage (microexplosion, formation of nonideal plasma, initial plasma expansion); 3) the hot, emissive stage with decreasing power density; and 4) the cool-down stage, when electron emission becomes negligible but evaporation may be still a factor contributing to overall cathode erosion. Impedance and plasma parameters change rapidly in time, which is evident from many measurements of burning voltage, plasma density, light emission, ion charge state distribution, etc.
Considering the ignition probability and actual field conditions for vacuum arcs in a magnetic field, retrograde motion can be consistently described using the same terms. In the absence of a transverse magnetic field, the probability for ignition is symmetrically distributed around an existing emission site. When a transverse magnetic field is present, the axial symmetry is broken (see e.g., [63] ), and one should expect a preferred direction. Jüttner and Kleberg [64] found that the spot plasma shows instabilities leading to ejection of plasma jets around the retrograde direction. The actual surface field is enhanced in the retrograde direction due to the appearance of plasma jets because these jests lead to a locally thinner sheath and an addi- For example, one sees leveling-off of the macroparticle distribution on the small-scale side of the distribution in Fig. 5 . The measurements over several orders of magnitude in macroparticle diameters were done in several steps of different magnification using an electron microscope and image processing system. Each of the steps resulted in a curve like displayed in Fig. 5 but over only about one order of magnitude, and each of the curves indicated leveling-off on its small-scale side. The limited resolution at a given magnification caused the apparent deviation from the power law, which is the basis for self-similarity. The entire curve was composed by combining all measuring steps, yet its small diameter end still appears to be leveled-off caused by the method rather than true physics. Only if leveling-off was also observed at the same place using even higher resolution, the true cutoff for the physical fractal would have been found.
Locking now at ignition events and their high-resolution recording made to-date, we probably have not yet reached the physical cutoff limits for the fractal. While high-resolution imaging revealed many details, more details may appear if methods with even greater resolution were available. That is, the current limit of resolution represents a display cutoff for fractal properties. Since the existence of fragments or cells is today confirmed, all measurements with less resolution involve a multitude of stochastic events, leading to fractal characteristics. One should expect that the corresponding power laws are Fig. 6 . Current density as measured over the years with various measuring techniques. Such plot was shown in the 1980s with a wink, in the assumption that one finally would settle on a value as techniques improved. Here it is argued that the current density of cathode spots is a fractal.
directly associated with dissipative processes and Brownian motion. In analogy to spatial resolution of macroparticle measurements, true elementary ignition processes are only observed when improved temporal and spatial resolution do not reveal even smaller structures.
From this point of view, we may reinterpret the long-standing discussion on the current density of arc cathode spots. Fig. 6 shows that the current density appeared to be increasing over the years of investigation. Such figure was originally shown in the 1980s with a wink, in the assumption that one eventually would settle on a value as measuring techniques improved. In the framework of a fractal model, one may say that a unique value of current density does not exist, similar to the conclusion that a unique value of a coastal length does not exist. The current density of cathode spots should be understood as a fractal. The higher the resolution the greater the value, but the issue is not just a question of spatial resolution. The fractal spot is a dynamic phenomenon, and the fractal concept applies in space and time.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Vacuum arc cathode spots consist of fragments or cells, which may also be described as emission sites. Until now, no conclusive evidence for a truly "elementary" spot structure has been provided and therefore even smaller physical substructures may exist. Current knowledge is based on the understanding that the physical processes are nonstationary and therefore one may consider various stages of spot fragment development. The onset of electron emission and plasma generation can be described as ignition of an emission site. Ignition occurs when the actual local electric field strength exceeds a critical field strength whose local value depends on cathode material, nano-and micro-scale surface geometry, as well as on dielectric layers, particulates, and other special field-enhancing conditions. The distribution of critical field strength may be modeled by a distribution of ignition probabilities. Ignition occurs much more readily when dielectric layers and "contaminations" are present, and, therefore, a larger number of spots may ignite, which operate electrically in parallel, competing for the available power. Such situation would describe fragments forming a type 1 spot. In contrast, in the absence of field-enhancing dielectrics, ignition is less probable and power is concentrated in a small number of fragments, forming a type 2 spot.
A description of cathode spots composed of fragments and cells points to very small scales (micrometer or less) and fast stages (some may be ns or faster). All measurements not resolving elementary events are composed of a multitude of stochastic processes. Stochastic processes involving dissipative structures are known to lead to fractals, which are self-similar on all scales down to the physical cutoff scale. Fractals are often related to power laws, which are always self-similar, i.e., invariant to multiplicative scaling.
The visual appearance of spot motion, i.e., the temporal and spatial distribution of ignitions, lead to previous suggestions of self-similarity. This was manifested in both patterns of emitted light and arc erosion craters. Further evidence for fractal properties was provided here by considering the noise behavior of ion current and arc voltage. Experimental power spectra showed characteristic brown or near-brown noise. Additionally, macroparticle distributions were also shown to be self-similar down to the resolution limit.
The fractal character of spots suggests to re-examine previous measurements and their interpretation. In particular, the current density appears to be better interpreted by a fractal than by the long-anticipated "true" value. Even with today's modern equipment, it is not yet clear where the physical small-scale cutoffs for the fractal current density, cell structure, and elementary process times lie.
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